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Abstract
A new approach to the recognition of temporal behav-

iors and activities is presented. The fundamental idea, in-
spired by work in speech recognition, is to divide the infer-
ence problem into two levels. The lower level is performed
using standard independent probabilistic temporal event
detectors such as hidden Markov models (HMMs) to pro-
pose candidate detections of low level temporal features.
The outputs of these detectors provide the input stream
for a stochastic context-free grammar parsing mechanism.
The grammar and parser provide longer range temporal
constraints, disambiguate uncertain low level detections,
and allow the inclusion of a priori knowledge about the
structure of temporal events in a given domain. To achieve
such a system we provide techniques for generating a dis-
crete symbol stream from continuous low level detectors,
for enforcing temporal exclusion constraints during pars-
ing, and for generating a control method for low level
feature application based upon the current parsing state.
We demonstrate the approach in several experiments using
both visual and other sensing data.

1 Intoduction: stochastic action recognition
In the last several years there has been a tremendous

growth in the amount of computer vision research aimed
at understanding action. As noted by Bobick [1] these ef-
forts have ranged from the interpretation of basic move-
ments such as recognizing someone walking or sitting, to
the more abstract task of providing a Newtonian physics
description of of the motion of several objects.

In particular, there has been emphasis on activities or
behaviors where the entity to be recognized may be con-
sidered as a stochastically predictable sequence of states.
The greatest number of examples come form work in ges-
ture recognition [14, 2, 13] where analogies to speech and
handwriting recognition inspired researchers to devise hid-
den Markov model methods for the classification of ges-
tures. The basic premise of the approach is that the vi-
sual phenomena observed can be considered Markovian in
some feature space, and that sufficient training data exists
to automatically learn a suitable model to characterize the

data.
Our research interests lie in the area of vision where

observations span extended periods of time. We often
find ourselves in the situations where purely statistical ap-
proaches to recognition are less than ideal. These situa-
tions can be characterized by one or more of the following
properties:

• complete data sets are not always available, but
smaller examples could easily be found;

• semantically equivalent processes possess radically
different statistical properties;

• competing hypotheses can absorb different lengths of
the input stream raising the need for naturally sup-
ported temporal segmentation;

• structure of the process is difficult to learn but is ex-
plicit and a priori known.

Consider a simple example - we can draw a square with
a hand in the air in either clockwise or counterclockwise di-
rection. In either case our “square” model should indicate
that the square is being drawn. This seemingly simple task
requires significant effort using only the statistical pattern
recognition techniques.

The human observer, on the other hand, can provide a
set of useful heuristics for a system which would model
the human’s higher level perception. As we recognize the
need to characterize a signal by these heuristics, we turn
our attention to syntactic pattern recognition and combined
statistical-syntactic approaches, which would allow us to
address the problems listed above.

To take advantage of these techniques, we divide the ac-
tivity recognition problem into two components. The lower
level is performed using standard independent probabilistic
temporal event detectors such as HMMs to propose candi-
date detections of low level temporal features. The outputs
of these detectors provide the input stream for a stochas-
tic context-free grammar parsing mechanism. The gram-
mar and parser enforce longer range temporal constraints,
disambiguate or correct uncertain or mislabeled low level



detections, and allow the inclusion of a priori knowledge
about the structure of temporal events in a given domain.

For many domains such a division is clear. For ex-
ample, consider ballroom dancing. There are a small
number of primitives (e.g. right-leg-back) which are
then structured into higher level units (e.g. box-step,
quarter-turn, etc.). Typically one will have many
examples of right-leg-back drawn from the rela-
tively few examples each of the higher level behaviors.
Another example might be recognizing a car executing a
parallel parking maneuver. The higher level activity can
be described as first a car executes an pull-along-
side primitive followed by an arbitrary number of cy-
cles through the pattern turn-wheels-left, back-
up, turn-wheels-right, pull-forward. In these
instances, there is a natural division between atomic, sta-
tistically abundant primitives and higher level coordinated
behavior.

2 Related work
Vast amount of work in syntactic pattern recognition has

been devoted to the areas of image and speech recognition.
A review of syntactic pattern recognition and related meth-
ods can be found in [12].

There are many examples of attempts to enforce seman-
tic constraints in recognition of visual data. For instance,
Courtney ([4]) uses structural approach to interpreting ac-
tion in surveillance setting. Grammatical approach to vi-
sual data recognition was used by Brand ([3]), who uses
a simple non-stochastic grammar to recognize sequences
of discrete events. Both authors formulate fairly univer-
sal events, common to monitoring applications, based on
blob interaction primitives. Using combined probabilistic-
syntactic approaches to problems of vision is shown in [16]
and [7].

Examples of probabilistic parsing in speech processing
can be found in literature (eg. [9, 6], etc.). In particular,
[15] developing probabilistic extensions to Earley context-
free parser is of interest.

3 Probabilistic input formation
To recognize the components of the model vocabulary,

we train one HMM per atomic gesture. At run-time each
of these HMMs performs a Viterbi parse ([10]) of the in-
coming signal and computes the likelihood of the gesture
primitive. The run-time algorithm used by the HMMs to
recognize the words of the gesture vocabulary is a version
of [5] which performs a “backward” match of the signal
over a window of a reasonable size. At each time step the
algorithm outputs the estimated likelihood of the sequence
which ends at the current sample as well as the length of
this sequence. We will later exploit this property to enforce
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Figure 1: HMM output plot. Each point of the probability plot
is the normalized maximum likelihood of the HMM at the cur-
rent sample of the input signal. This value is found as a result
of the backwards search on the FIFO queue, and corresponds to
a sequence of a certain length. The plot shows those lengths as
horizontal lines ending at the corresponding sample of the proba-
bility plot.

temporal consistency: only one low level temporal feature
is happening at any one time.

All the HMMs are run in parallel, providing the parser
with maximum normalized probability and the correspond-
ing sequence length at each time step.1 Figure 1 shows the
output of a single HMM in a bank, illustrating the relation
between output probabilities and sequence lengths.

Event generation

The continuous vector output of the HMM bank now
has to be represented by a series of “events” which we want
to consider for probabilistic parsing. It is these events, in
terms of which we will express our action grammar. In this
step, we do not need to make strong decisions about dis-
carding any events - we just need to generate a sufficient
stream for the probabilistic parser such that it can perform
structural rectification of these “suggestions” and find an
interpretation which is structurally consistent (i.e. gram-
matical), is temporally consistent (uses non-overlapping
sequence of primitives), and which has maximum likeli-
hood given the outputs of the low level feature detectors
(HMMs).

For the tasks discussed here, a simple discretization pro-
cedure provides good results. For each HMM in the bank
we select a very small threshold to cut off the noise in the
output, and then search each of the areas of non-zero prob-
abilities for a maximum. Figure 2a shows an example of
the output of the HMM bank, superimposed with the re-

1Alternatively, we can search for the position in the trellis where the
product of the probability and the sequence length is maximal. This
will result in finding the weighted maximum, which corresponds to the
maximum probability of the sequence of the maximum length.
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Figure 2: Example of the output of the HMM bank. a) Top plot shows the input sequence. Five plots below it show output of each HMM
in the bank superimposed with the result of discretization. b) Corresponding discretized “compressed” sequence. Input vectors for the
probabilistic parser are formed by taking the samples of all sequences for each time step.

sults of discretization.
After discretization we replace the continuous time vec-

tor output of the HMM bank with the discrete symbol
stream generated by discarding any interval of the dis-
cretized signal in which all values are zero. Figure 2b
displays an example of the resulting event sequence gen-
erated.

4 Probabilistic parsing
Our goal in parsing the sequence from figure 2b is to

find a path through this input which is a) consistent with the
overall expected structure, b) forms a temporally consistent
sequence and c) has an overall maximum probability.

To perform probabilistic parsing of such a sequence
we use an efficient Earley-based context-free parsing al-
gorithm extended for probabilistic input ([15]).

The structure of the sequence is described by a Stochas-
tic Context-Free Grammar (SCFG), which is formed by as-
sociating a probability with each production. Analogously
to HMMs, forward, backward and inner probabilities are
introduced. A forward probability, for instance, is com-
puted as a sum of probabilities of all the derivations which
form a prefix w1 . . . wt of the string w1 . . . wT .

Probability of a path is computed by a process which
iterates over three basic steps - scanning, completion and
prediction. After initialization, scanning reads a symbol
from the input stream and matches it with the initial set of
rules. The rules which do not satisfy the symbol read from
the stream and, hence, corresponding pending derivations
get pruned from the parse tree. Completion step, given a set
of productions which just have been confirmed by scan-
ning, updates the positions in all the pending derivations

all the way up the derivation tree. Prediction traverses the
grammar tree all the way down to the leaf nodes and finds a
set of production rules which are currently possible given
the position in the input and in the parse tree. Then the
scanning is applied again. This combined top-to-bottom
and bottom-up approach provides effective means for prop-
agating the probabilities through the parsing process.

A Viterbi path is traced during parsing as a single
derivation path with maximum path probability.

4.1 Notation and algorithms
The notion of a State, is an important part of the Earley

parsing algorithm. A state is denoted as:

i : Xk → λ.Y µ

where ’.’ is the marker of the current position in the corre-
sponding production, i is the position in the input stream,
and k is the starting index of the substring to which the
above production is being applied. Nonterminal X is said
to dominate substring wk...wi...wl, where, in the case of
the above state, wl is the last terminal of substring µ. The
parser generates a state set for each position in the input.
This also means that in our notation all the states with the
same index i belong to the same i-th state set correspond-
ing to i-th position in the input stream. A state “explains”
a string which it dominates giving a possible interpretation
of symbols wk...wi.

In our further discussion we will use expressions A ⇒
B in context of state generation to read “A generates B”.



Scanning

Scanning step simply reads the input symbol and
matches it against all pending states for the next iteration:

i : Xk → λ.aµ [α, γ] =⇒ i + 1 : Xk → λa.µ [α, γ]

where α and γ are forward and inner probabilities.
Note the increase in i index. This signifies the fact that

scanning step inserts the states into the new state set for the
next iteration of the algorithm.

Completion

Completion uses the results of scanning to advance po-
sitions in the parse tree. In its simplified probabilistic form
2, completion step generates following states:{

j : Xk → λ.Y µ [α, γ]
i : Yj → ν. [α′′, γ′′]

=⇒ i : Xk → λY.µ [α′, γ′]

α′ =
∑

∀λ,µ
α(i : Xk → λ.Y µ)γ′′(i : Yj → ν.)

γ′ =
∑

∀λ,µ
γ(i : Xk → λ.Y µ)γ′′(i : Yj → ν.)

Prediction

Prediction step is used to hypothesize the possible con-
tinuation of the input based on current position in the parse
tree:{

i : Xk → λ.Y µ [α, γ]
Y → ν

=⇒ i : Y → .ν [α′, γ′]

α′ =
∑

∀λ,µ
α(i : Xk → λ.Y µ)P (Y → ν)

γ′ = P (Y → ν)

The prediction step introduces the rule probabilities
P (Y → ν) associated with productions Y → ν into the
parsing process 3.
4.2 Extensions to uncertain terminals

If the likelihoods of the incoming symbols in the string
are available, they can be incorporated into the parsing
algorithm by multiplying forward and inner probabilities
with the likelihoods of the symbols at the scanning step.
This essentially makes it possible to consider multiple in-
stances of the input symbol at each time step by performing
the parse on a input lattice. The input will be presented to
the parser in a form of a vector consisting of the non-zero
likelihoods of the input symbols at a discrete instance of
time. The parsing is performed in a parallel manner for
all suggested terminals. In Earley framework it can be
done efficiently since with each additional terminal com-
putational complexity only increases linearly.

2Due to recursion, in some instances a recursive correction needs to be
applied to probability computations. For complete details refer to [15]
and [8].

3Recursive correction needs to be applied.

Figure 3: Example of the lattice parse input. The dashed line
shows a possible parse. The two rectangles drawn around samples
2 and 4 show the “spurious symbols” for this parse and which
need to be ignored for the derivation to be contiguous. We can see
that if the spurious symbols are simply removed from the stream,
an alternative derivation for the sequence, shown by a dotted line,
will be interrupted. Sample 3 contains two concurrent symbols
which are handled by the lattice parsing.

4.3 Spurious Symbol Deletion.
Parsing needs to be performed on a lattice, where the

symbols which we need to consider for inclusion in the
string, come at random times. This results in appearance
of “spurious” (i.e. ungrammatical) symbols in the input
stream. We need to be able to consider these inputs sepa-
rately, at different time steps and disregard them if their ap-
pearance in the input stream for some derivation is found to
be ungrammatical. At the same time, we need to preserve
the symbol in the stream for considering it in other possible
derivations, perhaps even of a completely different string.
The problem is illustrated by figure 3.

One simple approach is to convert the grammar G to
a robust grammar Ĝ by first introducing the SKIP non-
terminal which is allowed to match any input symbol 4,
and then by making the following modifications:

1. Each terminal in productions of G is replaced by a
pre-terminal in Ĝ:

G : ⇒ Ĝ :
A → bC A → B̂C

2. For each pre-terminal of Ĝ a skip rule is formed:
Ĝ :
B̂ → b | SKIP b SKIP

This process can be performed automatically as a pre-
processing step, when the grammar is read in by the parser,
so that no modifications to the grammar are explicitly writ-
ten.

4including ε - an empty terminal



4.4 Constraining Terminal Length Consistency.
If we only consider the event of the terminal occur-

rence, without any regard to the detected length of the ter-
minal, we might find grammatical sentences among “over-
lapping” terminals. In order to avoid this we need to imple-
ment an algorithm which ensures the timing consistency of
the input symbols. In Earley framework, we can implement
it in incremental fashion as a filter to the completion step,
while keeping track of the terminal lengths during scanning
and prediction.

In order to accomplish the task we need to introduce two
state variables - h for “high mark” and l for “low mark”.
Each of the parsing steps has to be modified as follows:

Scanning

The scanning step reads the appropriate values which
are available with the incoming terminal - beginning end
ending samples of the terminal. Updates of l and h are
propagated during the scanning as follows:

i : Xk → λ.aµ [l, h] =⇒ i + 1 : Xk → λa.µ [l, t]

where t is the index of the current sample. In addition
to this, we set the time stamp of the whole new i+1th state
set to t: St = t, to be used later by prediction step.

Completion

Similarly to scanning, the completion step advances the
high mark of a state to that of the completing state, thereby
extending the range of the completed non-terminal.

{
j : Xk → λ.Y µ [l, h]
i : Yj → ν. [l′, h′]

=⇒ i : Xk → λY.µ [l, h′]

This completion is performed for all states i : Yj →
ν. subject to the filtering constraints l ′ ≥ h and Y, X �=
SKIP .

Prediction

Prediction step is responsible for updating the low mark
of the state to reflect the timing of the input stream.

{
i : Xk → λ.Y µ
Y → ν

=⇒ i : Y → .ν [St, St]

Here, St is the time stamp of the state set, updated by
the scanning step.

The essence of this filtering is that only the paths that
are found to be consistent in the timing of their terminal
symbols are considered. Exception is made for the skip
states. They are designed to “remove” the symbols from

the stream which are either temporally, or structurally in-
consistent, and, therefore, are allowed to be temporally in-
consistent themselves. This does not interrupt the parses of
the sequence since the subsequences which form the parse
remain connected via the skip states.

5 Experimental results
The parser in our system is augmented by an annotation

module which lets us associate a production rule with an
annotation. Each time the production is used to expand a
non-terminal which has annotation attached to it, this an-
notation is emitted and the rule’s resulting starting and end-
ing sample indexes are optionally used for segmenting the
input signal into semantically significant blocks. In this
paper we present results of semantic recognition and se-
mantic segmentation of some gestures.
5.1 Recognition and disambiguation

As an example of a simple gesture recognition and se-
mantic disambiguation, we show a recognition of a short
hand gesture which can take several possible forms. We
define a “SQUARE” gesture as either left-handed (coun-
terclockwise) or a right-handed (clockwise) gesture which
consists of four parts - “TOP”, “BOTTOM”, “LEFT SIDE”
and “RIGHT SIDE”. In this formulation “TOP” and “BOT-
TOM”, for example, are ambiguous because both of them
can be formed by the same gesture. We note, however, that
it can never happen in the same context. That is, if it is
a right-handed square, “TOP” is a left-to-right movement
and “BOTTOM” is a right-to-left one. In case of the left-
handed square the definitions are reversed. We attempt to
semantically disambiguate these definitions and recognize
a “SQUARE” regardless of the fact that it can be either the
right-handed or a left-handed square.

To describe this structure we use a simple grammar
Gsquare : which reflects the ambiguity of the terminal
meaning, with “skip” rules omitted for simplicity:

Gsquare :
SQUARE → RH [0.5]

| LH [0.5]
RH → TOP UD BOT DU [1.0]
LH → BOT DU TOP UD [1.0]
TOP → LR [0.5]

| RL [0.5]
BOT → RL [0.5]

| LR [0.5]
LR → left-right [1.0]
UD → up-down [1.0]
RL → right-left [1.0]
DU → down-up [1.0]

We receive input data from a “Stive” vision system [17],
shown in figure 5. The system uses stereo algorithms to
determine x-y-z position of person’s hands and head. At
a frame rate of approximately 20 frames a second, the



a) Segmentation <rsquare.dat>:
Label Segment LogP
----------------------------------------
Right hand square [0 146] 8.619816e-01

Top [0 23 ] 8.557740e-01
Up down [23 66 ] 7.490584e-01
Bottom [66 94 ] 8.863638e-01
Down up [94 146] 9.567336e-01

Viterbi probability = 0.02400375

b) Segmentation <lsquare.dat>:
Label Segment LogP
----------------------------------------
Left hand square [0 173] 8.304875e-01

Bottom [0 49 ] 9.351195e-01
Down up [49 71 ] 6.933256e-01
Top [71 132] 7.313213e-01
Up down [132 173] 9.593422e-01

Viterbi probability = 0.01651770

Figure 4: “Square” sequence segmentation.
a) right-handed square, b) left-handed square.

“Square” data set consists of 150 - 200 samples for each
experiment.

For terminal recognition we trained four three-state
HMMs on x and y velocities of 20 examples of each of
the primitive hand movements. After achieving reason-
able recognition rate, we performed several “SQUARE”
gestures determining candidate events as described above.
The results were passed to the parser yielding the results,
presented in figure 4. The figure 4a shows that the semantic
structure recovered was that of a right-hand square and the
whole sequence was labeled as a “SQUARE”. Recognition
results for a left-handed square sequence are shown in fig-
ure 4b. Note that the left-right gesture was interpreted as
“TOP” in the global context in the first case, and as “BOT-
TOM” in the second. The figures show how timing con-
straints propagated through the parse and formed continu-
ous coverage of the input signal.

5.2 Recognition and semantic segmentation
As a more complex test of our approach we chose the

domain of musical conducting. It is easy to think of con-
ducting gestures as of complex gestures consisting of a
combination of simpler parts, for which we can write down
a grammar (coincidentally, a book describing baton tech-
niques, written by a famous conductor Max Rudolf [11]
is called “The Grammar of Conducting”). We capture the
data from a person, who is a trained conductor and who
uses natural conducting gestures. The task we are attempt-
ing to solve is the following. A piece of music by Sibelius

Figure 5: The Stereo Interactive Virtual Environment (STIVE)
computer vision system used to collect data.

5 includes a part with complex 6/4 music beat pattern. In-
stead of using this complex conducting pattern, conduc-
tors often use 2/4 or 3/4 gestures by merging 6/4 beats into
groups of three or two at will. For the experiment we col-
lect the data from a conductor conducting a few bars of
the score arbitrarily choosing 2/4 or 3/4 gestures, and at-
tempt to find bar segmentation, simultaneously identifying
the beat pattern used. Experimental setup is essentially the
same as in the previous example. We trained five HMMs
on two primitive components of a 2/4 pattern and the three
components of a 3/4 pattern. Some of the primitives in
the set are very similar to each other and, therefore, corre-
sponding HMMs show high likelihood at about the same
time, which results in a very “noisy” lattice (figure 2a). We
parse the lattice with the grammar Gc (again, for simplicity
omitting the SKIP productions):

Gc :
PIECE → BAR PIECE [0.5]

| BAR [0.5]
BAR → TWO [0.5]

| THREE [0.5]
THREE → down3 right3 up3 [1.0]
TWO → down2 up2 [1.0]

The results of run of a lower level part of the algo-
rithm on a conducting sequence 2/4-2/4-3/4-2/4 are shown
in figure 2 with the top plot of 2a dysplayng a y positional
component). Figure 6 demonstrates output of probabilis-
tic parsing algorithm in form of semantic labels and corre-
sponding sample index ranges.

5Jean Sibelius (1865-1957), Second Symphony, Opus 43, in D Major



Segmentation:
BAR:

2/4 start/end sample: [0 66]
Conducted as two quarter beat pattern.

BAR:
2/4 start/end sample: [66 131]
Conducted as two quarter beat pattern.

BAR:
3/4 start/end sample: [131 194]
Conducted as three quar-

ter beat pattern.
BAR:

2/4 start/end sample: [194 246]
Conducted as two quarter beat pattern.

Viterbi probability = 0.00423416

Figure 6: Results of the segmentation of a long conducting
gesture for the bar sequence 2/4-2/4-3/4-2/4.

From these figures we can see that the segmentation and
labeling are performed correctly, showing a great deal of
semantic filtering, where SKIP states account for large por-
tion of the input samples.

6 Conclusions and future work
The use of formal grammars in syntactic pattern recog-

nition is reasonable if decomposition of the entity under
consideration into a set of primitives that lend themselves
to automatic recognition is possible. In this paper we pre-
sented a method of combining the probabilistic model of
simple “vocabulary” gestures and the higher level struc-
tural knowledge for the tasks of recognition of temporal
behaviors and activities. The method is used for seman-
tic segmentation, disambiguation and labeling complex be-
haviors that feature the decompositional properties.

With all the advantages of the method there are still
problems that were not addressed in our work, for in-
stance, grammar inference is hard to do in the framework
of stochastic parsing. We have not researched the opportu-
nities of fully utilizing the production probabilities. In the
experiments above we determined them heuristically using
simple reasoning based on our understanding of the pro-
cess. The rule probabilities, which reflect “typicality” of a
string derivation, will play a significantly more important
role in recognizing and interpretation of activities of the
higher complexity than those presented in the paper. We
plan exploring the added advantages of the learned proba-
bilities in our further research.
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